
 

 
Abstract: The evolution of mobilization includes 

the emergence of autonomous vehicles. One of the 
most important requirements for autonomous 
vehicles is a fast-acting control system. The 
control system must have the ability to make quick 
decisions and intervene in addition to obtaining 
information immediately. In addition to the need to 
control real-time driving, the question of route 
optimization also arises. The optimal route can 
change continuously along the way according to 
the traffic. Thus, the faster the processing of traffic 
data, the more effective the optimization of the 
route is. However, vehicles have limited 
communication and data processing capabilities. 
The present study suggests the application of grid 
technology in terms of communication and 
processing to solve the problem. The study 
proposes to apply the theory of bittorrent 
technology.  
 

Index Terms: adaptation, autonomous vehicles, 
bittorrent technology, routing plan. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Increase in the number of vehicles is 
accompanied by a constant increase in traffic. 
Traffic disruption events are increasingly likely to 
occur [1][2]. During periods of high traffic, the 
optimal route is also constantly changing, so 
determining this has become a real-time task 
[3][4][5]. Rapid evaluation requires acquisition of 
appropriate information and rapid data 
processing [6][7][8][9]. Gathering large amounts 
of information requires high bandwidth and data 
storage capacity [10][11]. Also, fast evaluation 
requires a large amount of computational 
capacity. Although large amounts of data can be 
stored on board the vehicles, available bandwidth 
is already limited. Typically, computing capacity 
is also limited on board the vehicles. Because of 
this, continuous evaluation of the optimal route 
can be problematic [12]. The present study offers 
a solution for determining the continuously 
changing optimal route for vehicles with limited 
communication bandwidth and processing 
capacity. 

 
To find a solution, it is worth considering the  

 
 

 

 
performance-enhancing technologies used in 
information technology clouds. The impact of 
these route search problems can be significantly 
mitigated by using the grid technology. The goal 
of grid technology is to meet expected response 
time, even when handling large amounts of data. 
Grid technology can be studied in all three 
aspects of information theory: storage, 
processing, and transmission [13][14][15]. 

 
The amount of data required for the solution 

can be stored in the on-board system of the 
vehicles. Limited communication bandwidth and 
processing capacity cause the problem. The 
solution may be to design a grid. In this grid, 
each actor stores the data themselves, but the 
computational tasks are shared among them. 
Thus, the communication contains only the 
results of the subtasks. A solution to a similar IT 
problem has been found before. The bittorrent 
technology was created to share large amounts 
of data with limited resources. This study 
suggests the application of the working principle 
of bittorrent technology in determining the optimal 
route. The study only proposes an application of 
the operating principle and does not include 
examination of the implementation problem of 
network availability, storage, or processing.  

2. THEORETICAL STUDY 

Theoretical investigation of the problem 
includes theoretical planning of the route and the 
investigation of the factors influencing information 
technology planning [16][17][18][19]. As the first 
step in examining the optimal route, it is good to 
calculate the main routes, after that it is 
necessary to identify the sub-routes and evaluate 
possible variants accordingly.  

 
The following aspects can play an important 

role in finding routes: 
- grouping of traffic disrupting factors 

according to the time effect 
o short-term factors: a disruption that is 

expected to disappear during the trip. 
These factors significantly influence 
the production of the base route and 
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detailed variations too. 
o medium-term factors: a disruption 

during the whole trip. It influences  the 
production of the base route, but does 
not significantly affect the pattern of 
long-term observation used to forecast 
traffic. 

o long-term factors: it significantly 
influences the pattern of long-term 
observation used to forecast traffic. 
Appears as a defining element when 
generating base routes. For example: 
a bridge or a railway crossing is 
closed for a long time. 

- traffic forecasts, which have a decisive 
influence on the definition of base routes 

o traffic forecasts based on long-term 
observations. Long-term observations 
result in the feasibility of a database 
containing the spatial and temporal 
parameters of the traffic. With the help 
of the database, the base routes can 
be determined more efficiently for the 
time interval in question. 

o traffic forecasts based on the calculated 
long-term disruptions. By the 
registered disruptions, the effect of 
long-term disruptions also allows for 
defining more efficient route. 

 
The physical metrics of the routes to be 

generated means searching for the following 
parameters: 

- what route variations are possible, 
- what kind of traffic load these route 

variations entail, 
- what the expected change in traffic load 

over time is. 
 
Continuous maintenance of these parameters 

allows real-time maintenance of the optimal 
route. However, the basic condition for 
continuous maintenance is that the necessary 
information technology resources are available. 
These resources provide network availability and 
bandwidth, data processing capability, and data 
storage capability. Thus, it is worth keeping and 
maintaining only those basic route variations for 
which the vehicle's resources are adequate. For 
all these reasons, it is also necessary to generate 
the IT resource metric of the route when breaking 
down each base route into variations. This 
method helps to select the basic routes. 

 
The following help generate the base route's IT 

metrics: 
- physical parameters of the basic routes 

according to the user's needs (e.g., 
exclusion of fee road sections) 

- taking into account the long-term traffic 

forecasts 
- taking into account the non-short-term 

disruptions 
- the need for variant creating based on short-

term confounders 
- the need for variant creating based on traffic 

conditions. 

3. ADAPTATION OF THE OPERATION PRINCIPLE 

The proposed way to obtain the information 
needed to determine the routes is based on the 
working principle of bittorrent technology. In this 
operating model, the role of the grid controller is 
provided by a central control element. The data is 
obtained by the system's actors directly from 
each other. The data is not transferred at once, in 
a single data stream, but in small parts. The 
control element initializes, controls, and 
administers the client data streams. 

 
The model proposed below does not include 

the implementation of network availability, 
storage, or processing, nor the route generation 
method. Only the process model adapting the 
working principle of bittorrent technology is 
included in the description. 

 

 3.1 Model components 

 
The following are the main components of the 

model: 
 
Tracker: a central control component that is the 

central element of traffic management. 
 
Host: network client. Network endpoint on 

board the vehicle with which the tracker 
maintains a network connection. 

 
Peer: software client. An information endpoint 

that performs route planning tasks on board the 
vehicle. Each peer also collects and provides the 
information needed for route planning. To ensure 
the flow of information, each peer communicates 
with the tracker, the peer of other topologically 
recommended hosts, and the peer of 
topographically neighboring hosts. 

 
Leacher: a peer that collects information in 

terms of a particular information flow. 
 
Seeder: a peer that provides information in 

terms of a particular information flow. 
 
Hot-seeder: member of the novice seeders 

suggested by the tracker. 
 
CMN: Central Map Network. Map database of 
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the central control element. It includes the entire 
map network, the observed physical metrics of 
the traffic, and the traffic distractions. Its content 
is also expanded and updated through contacts 
with clients. 

 
DMN: Dynamic Map Network. A local partial 

map database of the vehicle, with the help of 
which the on-board component continuously 
optimizes the route. The map contains only the 
details and metrics required for route 
calculations. Its content is initialized based on the 
tracker information, and then updated based on 
the localization and information from other peers. 

 
DHT: Dynamic Host Table. Table of network 

access for hosts. Its content is initialized with 
hotseeders based on the tracker's information, 
and then updated based on the suggestions of 
the listed seeders and neighboring seeders in 
terms of localization. 
 

3.2 Method of Operation 

 
In the model, both the entire map with 

confounders and long-term metrics is stored in 
the center (CMN). Only map data, factors, and 
metrics required for baseline routes and variant 
generation are stored on board the vehicles 
(DMN). These on-board maps are constantly 
updated according to the passing of the vehicle 
and the changing of the traffic. 

 
Vehicles receive baseline data and hotseeder 

data from the tracker at the departure. A list of 
network accesses of hotseeders is loaded into 
the DHT on board the vehicles. Each vehicle 
maintains a heartbeat contact with the tracker on 
the fly. Based on this, the tracker can record the 
traffic actors and compile long-term metrics, as 
well as maintain hotseeder lists that can be 
assigned to route details. 

 
Each vehicle communicates on the fly with 

DHT-listed hosts as well as neighboring vehicles. 
With the available peers, it exchanges route data, 
traffic data, and suggested seeder data. DMN 
and DHT are constantly updated based on the 
received data. The location of data belonging to 
obsolete information on the fly can be freed up or 
overwritten. Thus, the onboard data is only 
present in the absolutely necessary amount. 
Local data processing of the vehicles decreases 
the load on the control center. 

 
By applying this method, there is no need to 

download a huge amount of data. Only the data 
for the route variants need to be downloaded. 
This download is not done from the center, but is 

shared between the actors. This reduces the 
network load on the control center. The heartbeat 
connection ensures dynamic maintainability of 
central data. 

 

3.3 Roles 

 
The role of the tracker: 
- storage and maintenance of the entire road 

network 
- storage of observations, metrics 
- storing and giving distractions to the client 
- generating and giving basic routes to the 

client 
- maintaining and provisioning hotseeders to 

the client 
- keeping heartbeat in touch with clients 
- creation of physical metrics for the road 

network (monitoring). 
 
The role of clients: 
- storage of partial road network and metrics 
- maintaining the own seeder list 
- requesting the base routes from the tracker 
- requesting hotseeders from the tracker 
- requesting route data, traffic data, and 

seeder data from listed seeder or 
neighboring vehicles 

- providing route data, traffic data, and seeder 
data to leachers and neighboring vehicles, 

4. CONCLUSION 

Rapidly evolving mobilization involves an 
increase in traffic. There is a growing chance that 
events will significantly disrupt traffic. For this 
reason, the optimal route is constantly changing 
while driving. One of the conditions for 
autonomous vehicles is safe driving. The basic 
prerequisites for this are fast detection, data 
processing, decision, and intervention. In 
addition, there is a need for quick route 
evaluation. Due to the increasing traffic, the on-
board system already has to perform this activity 
in real time. This requires a large amount of 
resource capacity on board the vehicles. 
Providing storage space is feasible, however, 
communication and processing capacity is 
limited. Thus, constantly updating the optimal 
route can encounter resource problems. 

 
The present study recommends the possibility 

of adapting the operating principle of grid 
technologies used in information technology 
cloud systems to implement the route planning 
function of transport systems in order to alleviate 
the described problems. The working principle of 
bittorrent technology seems to be applicable as a 
tailor-made solution. In this solution, traffic 
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participants share traffic data and calculation 
tasks with each other. Thus, the communication 
also contains only the results of the subtasks. By 
applying this method, there is no need to 
download huge amounts of data. Also, the 
download is not done only from the center, but is 
mostly shared between the actors. The center 
initializes, manages, and administers route 
planning of the vehicles. This reduces the 
network load on the control center. Based on all 
this, the application of the operating principle of 
bittorrent technology may be an appropriate 
response to the problem of real-time route 
optimization in transport systems. 
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